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State caching makes the full exploration of large state spaces
possible by storing only a subset of the reachable states. While memory
requirements are limited, the time consumption can increase dramatically if the subset is too small. It is often claimed that state caching is
e ective when the cache is larger than between 33% and 50% of the total
state space, and that random replacement of cached states is the best
strategy. Both these ideas are re-investigated in this paper. In addition,
the paper introduces a new technique, strati ed caching, that reduces
time consumption by placing an upper bound on the extra work caused
by state caching. This, and a variety of other strategies are evaluated
for random graphs and graphs based on actual veri cation models. Measurements made with Spin are presented.
Abstract.

1 Introduction
Model checking by explicit state enumeration has become increasingly successful
in the last decade, but su ers from the well-known state space explosion problem. Techniques for palliating the problem abound, but once the size of a model
crosses a certain line, the only hope is a partial search of the state space. While
such probabilistic approaches are valuable in detecting violations of the speci cation, they cannot guarantee correctness; when possible, a full exploration of
the state space is, of course, preferable.
This paper focuses on state caching, one of the earliest techniques to deal
with state space explosion. During state space exploration the reached states
are stored in a hash table or similar data structure. When a previously visited
state is reached again, it is found among the stored states and does not have to
be re-explored. When a new state is generated and the state store is full (i.e.,
available memory has been exhausted), an already stored state is selected and
discarded to make room for the new state. By replacing an old state, the model
checker commits itself to re-investigate the state, should it be reached again.
This may entail re-doing previous work, but full exploration of the state space
is guaranteed.
While this approach makes e ective use of the available memory, the running
time may increase dramatically if too few states are cached. The received wisdom
is that state caching is e ective when the cache is larger than somewhere between
33% and 50% of the total state space, and that random replacement of states

is the best strategy. These ideas are re-investigated and found to be somewhat
misleading.
We propose a new replacement strategy called strati ed caching. Broadly
speaking, it places an upper limit on the amount of redundant work that is
performed when an already visited but replaced state is reached again. It does
this by only replacing states at predetermined depths, or strata, hence the name.
Section 2 examines how state caching has been presented in the literature,
and in Section 3 strati ed caching is introduced and discussed. Section 4 evaluates a range of caching strategies for both random and actual state graphs,
some initial results for a single model are reported in Section 5, and, nally,
conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2 State Space Exploration and State Caching
During state space exploration the reached states are stored in a table. When
a previously visited state is reached again, it is found in the table and does not
have to be re-explored. When a new state is generated and the table is full (i.e.,
the available memory has been exhausted), there are three possibilities:
A. Abandon the search, explaining that the memory has been exhausted.
B. Discard the new state and pretend that it has been seen before.
C. Select an old state and replace it with the new state.
It is not immediately clear why possibility A would ever be preferred over B
or C. Of course, it is important to notify the user that the memory has been exhausted: she may wish to interrupt the exploration and investigate alternatives.
It may be that the model is faulty in some way and that the memory exhaustion
is a symptom of this. Or the user may wish to investigate a simpli ed model, alternative options for state exploration or other reduction strategies. But it seems
sensible to always continue the search with either possibility B or C. However,
the implementation of possibility B or C may require memory and time overheads which the user wishes to avoid in the \default" operating mode of the state
space exploration tool. Memory considerations are usually not critical since, as
we shall see, state caching works well even if the cache is slightly smaller than
the state space. In other words, the memory overhead may not make any real
di erence to the user. Time overhead is another issue and it is diÆcult to say,
in general, whether it is wise to use or not use state caching as a default.
Possibility B results in a partial exploration of the state space, and issues such
as omission probability and coverage come into play. In this case, the search may
yield false positives, claiming that the model satis es the correctness speci cation
when, in fact, it does not, while all violations of the correctness speci cation are
valid. As indicated in the introduction, this paper looks only at full exploration.
Possibility C is known as state caching, the focus of this paper. By replacing
the old state, the model checker commits itself to reinvestigate the old state
should it be reached again. Although this may redo work that has been done
before, it does not lead to incorrect results.
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State caching works well when the cache is slightly smaller than the state
space. If relatively few states are replaced, the probability of revisiting a replaced
state is low and even if it happens, the state's successors will probably be found
in the cache. As the cache grows smaller and smaller compared to the state
space, the re-exploration of states grows more and more frequent, and when the
cache is very small, the problem of redundant work becomes severe. Under these
conditions, the probability of revisiting a replaced state, and having to revisit its
successors and their successors is high. Furthermore, each state that is revisited
is re-inserted in the cache (since the depth- rst algorithm cannot tell that it is
not a new state) and displaces another state in the cache, in this way making
matters even worse.
Depth- rst search is guaranteed to terminate when state caching is used as
long as states on the depth- rst search path are never replaced, and the cache is
large enough. Because states on the depth- rst search path cannot be replaced,
it is possible that too small a cache can eventually \ ll up" with such states,
in which case the search cannot proceed and must terminate early. (For general
graphs, state caching does not work at all for breadth- rst search, and o ers a
limited improvement in performance for mixed depth- and breadth- rst search
strategies; in the rest of the paper only depth- rst search is considered.)
2.1

State Caching in the Literature

The rst discussion of state caching for model checking is by Holzmann [10]. As
far as we are aware, there have been three sets of papers that report signi cant
results about state caching.
 In [10] | which is an overview of a number of veri cation techniques and not
an in-depth discussion of state caching | the author investigates state caching
for a single model of 150000 states. States are replaced using \simple blind round
robin selection", but it is not clear what data structure is used to store the states
and whether all states are considered equally in the evaluation of this criterion.
The conclusion of the paper is that a cache of roughly half the size of the state
space can still provide acceptable performance.
In a later paper [11] (published after but written before [10]) Holzmann
investigates ve di erent replacement strategies as implemented in the trace
tool, a forerunner of Spin [12]. The strategies are based on replacing
H1. most frequently visited states;
H2. least frequently visited states;
H3. states in the currently largest class of states, where the class of a state is
de ned by the number of times it has been visited;
H4. oldest states (i.e., those states that have been in the cache longest); and
H5. states in the bottom half of the current search tree.
As before [10], no details about how states are stored, are given. This is
signi cant, because the data structure a ects the behaviour of the state cache
with respect to redundant work, memory and time consumption. The strategies
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are also not clearly de ned: there is no indication of how to choose between
possible candidate states in strategies H1 and H2, and the \bottom half" in
strategy H5 can be interpreted in a number of di erent ways.
The strategies are investigated \for a range of medium sized protocols". Two
examples are presented, one with 4523 and the other with 8139 unique states.
The paper concludes that strategy H4 is consistently the fastest (resulting in
a tolerable increase in running time) even though in one of the examples it
performs the most unnecessary work by far (59% \double work" compared to a
maximum of 0.5% by the other strategies). No conclusions about the minimum
size of the state cache are reached. Confusingly, many future references refer to
H4 as \random replacement", even though it is clearly not presented as such in
the paper. Also, H5 is sometimes described as replacing the state corresponding
to the smallest subtree of the depth- rst tree; this may be its intention, but it
is not how the strategy is de ned in the paper.
 Jard and Jeron investigate state caching in [13] and in [14, 15]. Like the
earlier work [10, 11], these papers do not focus on state caching per se. In the
last two works, the authors generate random graphs that are explored using
depth- rst search and, based on the earlier ndings [11], a state cache with
random replacement. They report that, in a typical case, a cache using 40% of
the normal memory yields 70% more visited states and a 50% increase in running
time. In the best case, the cache size is reduced to 10% of the state space with
only a 1% increase in the number of visited states.
 The e ect of partial-order methods [8, 18, 21] on state caching is addressed
by Godefroid, Holzmann, and Pirottin in [7]. Sleep sets [6] is a partial-order
method that eliminates most of the interleaving of independent transitions without reducing the number of states. (The combination of sleep sets and persistent
sets [8], which also reduces the number of states, is further investigated by Godefroid [9].) In [6] state caching (without sleep sets) is rst investigated for four
models of real-world protocols using the Spin veri er [12]. The models have a
transition/state ratio of roughly 3, and the authors report that the cache can be
reduced to 33% to 50% the size of the state space. These ndings con rm the
general results of [10, 11].
The details of the state caching can be determined fully because the authors
have made their software publically available. States are stored in an open hash
table with pointers to singly linked lists of states with the same hash value. A
state is inserted by appending it to the linked list pointed to by its hash slot.
After each insertion, a check is made to see if the state store is full. If so, an old
state is selected and discarded to make room for the next insertion. Although
the paper claims to use a random replacement strategy, it is clear from the
code that this is not entirely accurate. The linked lists are scanned cyclically
and within each list the state that has been in the cache longest, and therefore
occurs towards the front of the list, is always chosen rst.
With sleep sets the performance of state caching improves dramatically. The
transition/state ratio of one model decreases from 2:88 to 1:45 and a cache of
about 25% the size of the state space suÆces. For the other three models, the
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use of sleeps sets reduces the ratio from 2:80, 3:54, and 2:58 to 1:12, 1:04, and
1:04, respectively. For these, the cache performs spectacularly well: a cache size
of only 0:2% to 3% the size of the state space suÆces for a complete exploration
of the models. Unfortunately, the running time increases by a factor of between
2 and 4, but it is not clear whether this is caused by the implementation of the
sleep sets or the state caching.
2.2

Other Work Related to State Caching

The performance of state caching using open addressing | also known as closed
hashing | has also been investigated [5, 19], but, due to space constraints, this
approach is not considered here. Other techniques that may improve the effectiveness of state caching have been suggested, sometimes in more general
contexts. This includes the identi cation of states to replace preferentially [7,
10], heuristic state space exploration [4], probabilistic caching of states [3], and
precomputation to enhance replacement strategies [17].

3 Strati ed Caching
When a state cache contains only a few replaced states, the probability of revisiting a deleted state is small, the probability that the state has a deleted child
is smaller, the probability that the child also has a deleted child is smaller still,
and so on. As the number of replacements grows, these probabilities increase to
the point where practically every deleted state has at least one deleted child,
and most states have several. Revisiting a deleted state in this situation leads
to a considerable amount of redundant work; not only do large subtrees require
re-exploration, but each revisited state is also re-inserted in the cache, pushing
out yet another state, and causing a cascade of revisits.
Strati ed caching limits the redundant work by placing an upper bound on
how much deeper than usual each branch of the depth- rst tree needs to be
explored, hereafter referred to as the extra depth. It does this by only replacing
states at speci ed levels of the depth- rst search tree. All states at a certain level
form a \stratum" of states.
It is generally not possible to know how deep the depth- rst search will go
and how many strata there will be, so strata are classi ed as \available" or
\unavailable" for replacement based on their level modulo a certain number m.
When a strati ed caching strategy speci es that all strata of level k modulo m are
available for replacement, this means that the states at levels k; k + m; k +2m; : : :
may be replaced while the states of other strata must remain in the cache.
Figure 1 shows available strata boxed in gray for the k = 1, m = 3 case.
Assuming that the depth- rst tree is deep enough, that the states of the state
space are uniformly distributed over the di erent levels modulo m, and that the
probability of a revisit is uniformly distributed over the states, the expected
extra depth is at most 1=m and the maximum extra depth is 1. As the search
progresses, an available state can be replaced by either another available state,
5
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Strati ed caching for the k = 1, m = 3 case

in which case the expected extra depth remains constant, or by an unavailable
state, in which case the expected extra depth decreases slightly. Unfortunately,
because at most 1=m of the states are available for replacement, the cache is
quickly exhausted (i.e., lled only with unreplaceable states) and the search
must be aborted. Smaller values of m increase the number of available strata
and therefore the fraction of replaceable states, but the minimum value for m is
2, meaning that at most 1=2 of states can be available for replacement in this
setting. Another way to increase the number of replaceable states is to increase
the number of available strata within each modulo group. For example, if strata
2 and 3 modulo 5 are available for replacement, the expected extra depth is at
most 3=5 and the maximum extra depth is 2.
In this paper, the following approach is taken: Initially, k = 1 and m = 2.
Once the available states are exhausted, all the states in the odd (available)
strata are states currently on the depth- rst search stack. (If a state from an odd
stratum were not on the stack, it would have been available for replacement, but
the cache has been exhausted and there are no more replaceable states.) Instead
of aborting the search at this point, the value of m is doubled to 4, and k is
changed to 1 : : : 3. This process may be repeated several times, as illustrated in
Figure 2. After the nth doubling, m = 2n+1 , k = 1 : : : m 1, the expected extra
depth is at most (m 1)=2 and the maximum extra depth is m 1.
An idea similar to strati ed caching has been described in [2]. There the
authors investigate several heuristics that indicate whether or not a particular
state should be stored at all. In fact, that work focuses on the minimal set of
states that need to be stored, in other words, heuristics for selecting a covering
set of vertices. Storing all states and replacing selectively replacing some holds
the obvious advantage of avoiding a potentially signi cant amount of work, but
it is also true that, for some models, storing only some of the states can improve
performance even further.
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4 Experiments with Random and Real Graphs
Our initial goal was to compare strati ed caching and a random replacement
strategy, but doubts arose about the optimality of random replacement. To resolve the matter, we conducted a set of experiments that explore graphs using
state caching and a variety of state replacement strategies.
The replacement strategies are based on the following ve state attributes:
(E) stack entry time, (X) stack exit time, (D) search depth, (I) current indegree,
and (O) current outdegree. A speci c replacement strategy is a combination of
attributes (denoted by uppercase letters) and negated attributes (denoted by
lowercase letters). For example, the speci cation \DiX" indicates that states
are rst ordered by their ascending depth, then by their descending indegree,
and nally by the ascending time of stack entry. When a state is selected for
replacement, the least state according to this ordering is chosen.
Only attributes E and X are unique to each state. Therefore, a speci cation
such as \dE" is unambiguous, as there is only one deepest, least recently entered
state, while the speci cation \Io" is ambiguous, as there can be many states
with minimal indegree and maximal outdegree. Note that the order of attributes
is important: \OIX" and \IOX" describe two di erent replacement strategies.
In addition to the ve attributes, two pseudo-attributes are used: (R) random
selection, and (S) strati ed caching. When the R pseudo-attribute is added to
an ambiguous speci cation \s", states for replacement are chosen by randomly
selecting one of the eligible states speci ed by s, and the resulting speci cation \sR" is unambiguous. The S pseudo-attribute can be combined with any
unambiguous speci cation \s" to yield a strategy that selects a state within
the available strata according to s, and employs the doubling-modulo strati ed
caching strategy discussed in the last section.
It is not easy to compare these strategies to those in [11]. Strategy H1 is
clearly something of the form \i. . . ", but in [11] a complete scan of the state
store is performed to nd the most frequently visited state, and it is therefore
in uenced by the hash function. Likewise, H2 corresponds to something of the
form \I. . . ". In [11] strategy H4 is said to select the oldest state in the cache,
which is what \E" does, but H4 is often referred to as random replacement,
7

which corresponds to \R". H3 and H5 have no direct counterparts among the
strategies investigated.
In total, 790 unambiguous speci cations were investigated. The speci cations
are not only unambiguous, but also independent of the state storage scheme.
(Note that it is not really possible to implement an ambiguous speci cation |
the ambiguity must be resolved in some undisclosed way | and such speci cations were not considered.)
The experiments in this section focus on the cache size and the amount of
redundant work; memory and time consumption are not at issue here. Experience
has shown that, if care is taken with the implementation, redundant work gives
a good indication of the time consumption. Apart from empirical observation,
there is also an intuitive argument to support this claim: The proportion of
extra states explored brings about an equal proportion of extra transitions, and
the number of transitions is the dominating factor in the execution time of a
state exploration tool. Accurate calculation of the memory consumption of the
di erent speci cations is also possible, but, for lack of space, we do not discuss it
here. It is important to note, however, that the optimality of the strategies should
be judged on their memory consumption and not the amount of redundant work
involved.
4.1

Experiments with Random Graphs

In the rst set of experiments, random graphs were generated using the same
method described in [14], and shown in Figure 3. Each random graph is determined by three parameters: the desired number of states S , the maximum outdegree D of any node, and a seed R for the random number generator. For both
random graph generation and random replacement strategies, the (219937 1)period Mersenne Twister random number generator [16] is used.
States are generated in a breadth- rst fashion; for each new state an outdegree d is chosen uniformly in the range 0 : : : D; the probability that an outgoing
transition leads to a new state is 0:5 for the rst bS=2c states and then decreases
linearly until it reaches 0 when the number of states reaches S ; destination states
of transitions that lead to old states are chosen uniformly from among the already generated states. This algorithm may terminate before enough states have
been generated, if, for example, an outdegree d = 0 is chosen for the initial state.
It is therefore repeated until at least :9S states have been generated.
The graphs generated in this way are called unweighted and have a transition/state ratio of D=2. However, it is not only the average number but also
the distribution of revisits that a ect the performance of state caching. The
algorithm was therefore adjusted to also generate weighted graphs: instead of
choosing the revisited states by uniform selection (line 10 of Figure 3), each
state was weighted by its number of incoming transitions. (The root state was
given an additional incoming edge, since otherwise it would never be selected).
Figure 4 shows the distribution of revisits for weighted and unweighted graphs;
these match the distributions of many actual models.
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GenerateGraph (S; D; R)
1 random seed R
2 repeat
3
Enqueue(q; 0) ; n 1
4
while NotEmpty (q ) do
5
s
Dequeue(q)
6
d
Random(0 : : : D)
7
for i
1 to d do
8
p
1 Max(0:5; n=S )
9
if Random(0 : : : 1) > p then frevisit an old state g
10
t
Random(0 : : : n 1)
11
else fgenerate a new state g
12
t
n ; n
n+ 1
13
Enqueue(q; t)
14
endif
15
AddTransition(s; t)
16
endfor
17
endwhile
18 until n  :9S
Fig. 3.

Code for generation of random graphs
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The distribution of state revisits for (a) the unweighted random graph S =
5000, D = 6, R = 22222222, and (b) the weighted random graph S = 5000, D = 6,
R = 55555555. In (a), for example, roughly 22% of states are visited only once, and
roughly 26% of states are visited twice.

Fig. 4.
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Number of visited states

Thirty unweighted and thirty weighted random graphs were generated using
the parameter values S = 5000, D = 6; 10; 20, and R = 11111111n for n =
0; 1; : : : 9. Di erent values of S had no discernible e ect on the results, and 5000
was chosen as a representative value. Each random graph was explored using
each of the unambiguous speci cations as a cache replacement strategy. For the
initial run, the cache size was the same as the state space size; during subsequent
runs it was decremented in steps of 1+ bS=400c, roughly 0:25% of the state space
size. This process terminated once the number of visited states exceeded 10 times
the size of the state space, or once the cache reported that it was full.
A typical result is shown in Figure 5. The dot in the center shows, for example,
that a cache of 48.3% the size of the state space produced 24975 reported visited
states, while the actual number of states is only 4505. The reported/actual states
ratio | which we call the redundant work factor | is therefore 5.54. The replacement strategies are diÆcult to compare: minimum cache size is important,
but so is the redundant work factor and the relationship between the two variables. Moreover, the maximum tolerable redundant work factor is a subjective
limit.
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Cache size
Fig. 5. The behaviour of the replacement strategy \iDx" (among the states with the
highest indegree, select the shallowest states and, from these, choose the state that
exited the depth- rst stack rst) on the unweighted random graph S = 5000, D =
6, R = 0. The graph has 4505 states (shown as the horizontal dashed line), 13249
transitions and a maximum search depth of 1658 (shown as the vertical dashed line).

Table 1 presents the results of the experiments with weighted and unweighted
graphs separated. Di erent limits on the redundant work factor are shown in the
rst column, labeled f . In each row, the best strategies and their performance
are shown for the ten graphs with D = 6, the ten graphs with D = 10, the ten
graphs with D = 20, and, in the last major column, the thirty graphs combined.
The best strategy was determined by averaging the minimum cache size data
points for each strategy and selecting the strategy with the lowest average. In the
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Table 1.

=6
m = 37:43
51.48 1.99 OIx
44.22 2.96 OIR
41.32 3.92 OIR
39.76 4.91 OIR
38.79 5.78 OIR
38.13 6.27 IOe
37.97 7.11 OIe
37.94 7.15 OIe
37.89 7.30 OIe
D

f

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

=6
= 25:71
37.06 1.98 IOE
31.78 2.94 IOR
29.20 3.90 IOe
27.27 4.87 IOe
26.61 5.56 IOe
26.37 5.94 IOe
26.34 5.99 IOe
26.34 5.99 IOe
26.34 5.99 IOe
D

f

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

m

State caching results for random graphs

Unweighted random graphs
D = 10
D = 20
m = 52:35
m = 70:13
69.92 1.99 Ox
85.33 1.99 ODIe/x
62.43 2.99 OIDE/X 79.71 2.96 ODiR
59.05 3.96 OIe
76.88 3.93 ODIe/x
57.18 4.93 OIDe/x 75.16 4.90 ODIR
56.00 5.85 OIDR 74.03 5.91 ODR
55.11 6.86 OIe
73.28 6.84 OIe
54.48 7.78 OIe
72.74 7.72 OIDR
54.03 8.65 OIe
72.29 8.75 OIDE/X
53.74 9.49 OIe
71.98 9.70 OIDR
Weighted random graphs
D = 10
D = 20
m = 35:51
m = 49:67
51.05 1.98 IOE
66.24 1.99 IOE
45.08 2.96 IODR 60.47 2.96 IOE
42.20 3.96 IODe/x 57.89 3.90 IODe/x
39.83 4.94 IODe/x 56.10 4.89 IOR
38.20 5.90 IODe/x 54.41 5.92 IOx
37.02 6.89 IODR 53.11 6.89 IODe/x
36.34 7.66 IOx
52.07 7.85 IOe
36.13 8.07 IOx
51.39 8.68 IODe/x
36.10 8.16 IODE/X 50.90 9.46 IODR
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Combined
= 53:30
68.95 1.99 OIx
62.15 2.97 OIDE/X
59.12 3.94 OIDe/x
57.42 4.90 OIDe/x
56.30 5.83 OIe
55.56 6.75 OIe
55.06 7.54 OIe
54.76 8.17 OIe
54.55 8.79 OIe
m

Combined
= 36:96
51.45 1.98 IOE
45.81 2.95 IOR
43.13 3.92 IODe/x
41.15 4.89 IOe
39.78 5.80 IOe
38.89 6.56 IOe
38.29 7.28 IOx
37.96 7.66 IOe
37.81 8.08 IODR
m

case of more than one minimum, the strategy with the lowest average redundant
work factor is shown. In a few cases two strategies of the form \se" and \sx" (or
\sE" and \sX") performed equally well. The minor columns give the averaged
minimum cache size as a percentage of the state space size, the redundant work
factor, and the strategy speci cations selected as the best. Lastly, the value of
m in the heading row is the maximum stack depth expressed as a percentage of
the state space size; this is minimum possible size of the cache.
The rst thing to note is that the table gives a very narrow view of the
results, since there is no indication of how other strategies fared. For example,
for unweighted graphs with D = 20 and f = 4, there are 14 other strategies
that attain the 76:88% minimum cache size; they are not shown because their
redundant work factor exceeded that of \ODIe/x". In total, 32 strategies came in
below 77%, 65 strategies below 80%, and 230 strategies below 85%. The disadvantage of not showing all these results is, however, balanced by the consistency
of the results, not to mention the problem of presenting such a volume of data.
The random replacement and the strati ed caching strategies did not fare
well enough to appear in the table. For unweighted graphs the average minimum
cache size for random replacement (\R") is between 7:41% and 25:73% higher
than that of the best strategy. Although strati ed caching (speci cally \eS")
fared consistently better, its gures are still between 4:11% and 16:18% higher.
Instead, the \OI. . . " and \IO. . . " strategies dominate. The I attribute selects
states with low indegree. Even if, as reported in [11], the number of past visits
is not highly correlated with future visits, this approach works since, if many
states are visited only once or twice, it is right more often than it is wrong. The
O attribute selects states with low outdegree. If these states are revisited, there
are fewer children that may have been replaced and need to be re-investigated.
The D attribute also appears several times among the more highly connected
graphs. This suggests that back edges are more likely to lead to closer levels,
making it pay o to replace the shallowest states rst. This may be due to the
generation process: since there are more states at the deeper levels, deeper states
have a higher probability of being selected for revisits. As to the occurrence of
the e/x and E/X patterns, we believe that the disambiguating attribute (one
of E/e/X/x/R) in all of the speci cations is somewhat arbitrary, although the e
attribute seems to have a slight edge.
For the moment, all these observations are speculative, and warrant further
investigation. It is, however, clear that a redundant work limit of f = 10 is too
generous; even when f = 5 the best strategies came within 5% of the absolute
minimum cache size.
4.2

Experiments with Real Graphs

In addition to random graphs, several Promela models were converted (after
partial order reduction by the Spin tool) to graphs and explored as above, but
with a redundant work factor limit of f = 5; the results are shown in Table 2.
The columns show the model name, the number of states (in column states ),
the transition/state ratio (column d), the maximum stack depth as a percentage
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of S (column m), the minimum cache size as a percentage of S (column s), the
redundant work factor (column rwf ), and the number of best strategies and their
speci cations.
The results fall into roughly three groups: for the rst group (dining, erasthos,
,
, and gobackn2) \OX" (i.e., least outdegree and then least
recently removed from stack) strategies work best, for the second group (dbm,
X509, mobile1, petersonN, rap, pftp, slide, and gobackn) \RS" (strati ed caching
with random selection of available states) strategies work best, and for the last
group (the other graphs) the best strategies were more varied. At present we are
unable to explain this grouping, but hope to investigate it further.
tenes mobile2 schedule

Table 2.

Model

mutex
abp2
cabp
dining
erathostenes
mobile2
schedule
dbm
X509
snoopy
mobile1
gobackn2
petersonN
rap
pftp
riaan
slide
gobackn

State caching results for graphs based on actual models
states d m
428 2.0 15.42
1440 1.3 23.26
2048 4.1 38.13
2071 3.6 71.32
2092 1.2 10.71
3300 2.0 23.36
3328 1.3 16.29
5111 4.0 1.96
6093 2.0 0.89
9342 1.4 16.73
9970 2.0 7.16
14644 1.8 30.47
16719 1.8 29.40
26887 7.9 0.23
47355 1.4 3.18
67044 1.1 0.26
89910 1.5 11.07
90209 1.5 11.03

s
rwf
Best strategies
24.53 3.16 3 IeS ieS eS
23.40 1.02 5 iOe Oie OIe IOe Oe
47.41 4.37 14 OdIeS OdIxS OdieS OdeS . . .
74.02 3.99 5 OiXS IOXS OIXS OXS iOXS
12.24 1.51 5 iOX OiX OIX IOX OX
23.79 4.94 5 iOX OiX OIX IOX OX
16.77 1.37 5 iOX OiX OIX IOX OX
15.07 4.58 1 iRS
13.52 4.68 1 RS
17.00 1.79 1 OiR
13.75 3.86 1 RS
31.28 4.71 5 iOX OiX OIX IOX OX
31.17 3.82 1 RS
18.16 1.81 1 RS
6.91 3.39 1 RS
1.27 3.32 1 OR
12.91 4.48 1 ORS
12.32 4.65 1 OIdRS

When the performance (de ned as s m) of the strategies are averaged over
the graphs and sorted, the strati ed caching strategies occupy the top half of
the list. In other words, the worst strategy with strati ed caching outperforms
the best strategy without, or to put it another way, of the replacement strategies
previously considered in the literature, none achieved a better place than halfway
down this list. At the top of the list is the \RS" (strati ed caching with a doubling
modulo in combination with random selection) strategy: its average minimum
cache size is 5:41% higher than m, and its average redundant work factor is 3:12.
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5 A Spin Implementation
To further investigate the viability of some state caching schemes, the Spin
model checker was modi ed to include state caching. Three alternatives to outof-the-box Spin were investigated. The rst alternative uses a cache replacement
scheme identical to that of [7]. The second new version implements the OX strategy, identi ed as one of the \winners" in the previous section. It would have
been instructive to investigate the RS strategy also, but true random selection
is nontrivial to implement, especially in Spin where state cache entries do not
have a uniform length and cannot be determined a priori. It would be possible
to ask the user to specify the size of the state vector, and this may not be unreasonable. However, to make the comparison as fair as possible, it was decided
to implement the XS strategy as the third alternative Spin version.
Table 3.

Spin state caching results for a model of leader election in a general graph
Memory Spin 4.1.0 + [7]
+ OX
+ XS
limit rwf time rwf time rwf time rwf time
No limit 1.00 2.16
100
1.00 2.29 1.00 2.26 1.00 2.26
80
1.00 5.55 1.06 2.49 1.00 2.36
60
1.02 17.82 1.13 2.71 1.00 2.78
50
1.04 29.84 1.16 3.10 1.00 2.50
40
1.07 47.21 1.19 2.91 1.01 2.55
30
1.16 76.09 1.22 3.01 1.01 2.64
20
2.28 231.97 1.25 3.09 1.04 2.70
10
26.19 63.89 1.14 3.03

Table 4.

Performance of bitstate hashing with respect to partial/full exploration
-w param. states trans. time

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

276112 350318
279982 354744
280880 355762
281155 356069
281207 356127
281261 356190
281263 356192

2.51
2.57
2.59
2.61
2.63
2.66
2.72

Table 3 shows the results of running the three new versions on Spin on a
single model of the echo algorithm with extinction for electing leaders in an
14

arbitrary network, as described in [20, Chapter 7]. The memory limit is given in
220 bytes, the redundant work factor is de ned as before, and the time is given in
seconds. The experiments were performed on a 2.6GHz Pentium 4 machine with
512 megabytes of memory running Linux. These are only preliminary results
and further experiments on more models are required to form a better idea of
how well strati ed caching behaves. From the gures in the table it is however
clear that for this particular model this form of strati ed caching outperforms
the other two implementations.
While the model may be quite small (it has only 281263 states and 356192
transitions), it is interesting to look at the behaviour of bitstate hashing. Table 4
shows the value of the -w parameter which speci es the number of bits to use
for bitstate hashing, the number of states and transitions reported by Spin, and
the time in seconds. Only when 228 bits = 32 megabytes are used, does the
system investigate the full state space. This does not re ect on bitstate hashing
in general: even when it does not explore the full state space, it can nd true
errors in models. However, the important point is that state caching techniques
can extend the limit beyond which we are forced to resort to partial exploration
of state spaces.

6 Conclusions
We have shown, for both random graphs and graphs based on actual models,
that for a substantial but not unlimited increase in running time, the cache
can often be reduced to close to the minimum size imposed by the maximum
stack depth. The maximum increase in running time is close to tenfold for the
experiments in Table 1, and almost vefold in Table 2; for the XS strategy in
Table 3 the running time is only at most 1:4 times more than normal.
The results of the experiments are not as easy to interpret as we might have
hoped. The strategies that worked best with random graphs are very di erent
from those that worked best with actual models. For random graphs the results
were more consistent than for actual models, perhaps indicating that the generated graphs represent only one \kind" of model. The experiments did however
show that, by itself, random replacement is never the best strategy. Strati ed
caching in combination with random replacement emerged as the best strategy
for almost half of the graphs based on actual models. In other cases, strategies
based on the minimal outdegree and indegree of states proved successful.
We believe that strati ed caching can be improved even further by selecting
available strata based on the average outdegree, average indegree, or simply the
number of states in a stratum. Its performance in the experiments makes it a
strong candidate for the replacement strategy, whenever state caching is used.
This work was funded by the TISE graduate school and
by the Academy of Finland.
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